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Abstract 

I saw Ramallah, is an autobiography of Mourid Barghouti, a Palestinian writer and poet. It is an honest and 
accurate account of a Palestinian who could not adapt to the changes that have taken place during his absenteeism. 
It can also be considered a precise manifestation of the national and political identity of the author. It is about the 
abandonment and loss that Palestinians feel both in Palestine and in the Diaspora. I saw Ramallah is the type of 
literary genre that won the admiration of Edward Said, who considered it as, “one of the finest existential accounts 
of Palestinian displacement that we now have.” The aim of this study is to explore translational problems and 
challenges of this autobiography into English by Ahdaf Soueif, the celebrated Egyptian novelist and critic. This 
study examines some of the translation strategies adopted by Ahdaf Soueif in handling the complexity posed by 
cultural-bound expressions since such expressions are bound to pose a real challenge for the translator. This study 
underlies the role of language in reflecting the realities of an entire community; all encompassed as facts, 
memories, imagination, and fiction.  

Keywords: translation of autobiography, cultural encounter, non-fictitious genre 

1. Introduction 

I saw Ramallah, represents a cultural encounter about the author’s attempt to reveal the countless problems he 
encountered on his return to his native country. It can be considered a manifestation of the national and political 
identity of the author himself and a genuine expression of the abandonment and loss that every Palestinian abroad 
or at home feels. I dare to say that, I saw Ramallah is a genuine account of the traumatic events and unforgettable 
experience of a person who has been away from his country for a protracted period of time. In this autobiography 
Mourid recounts his real feelings and sentiments then and at the timing of writing this literary genre and during his 
return through the bridge of the Jordan River Crossing which stands as a turning point or a cross gate at which one 
either enters into or departs from the West Bank. I Saw Ramallah chronicles the harsh circumstances which have 
led to the displacement of Palestinians and at the same time it is an accurate reflection of the tragedy of a people 
who have been harshly treated and abandoned due to unjust political and social circumstances imposed on them by 
their own occupier. The novelty of I saw Ramallah manifested itself in Mourid’s continued feeling of displacement 
in spite of his return to Palestine. The primary purpose of this study is to underline some of the semantic, pragmatic, 
and possibly semiotic instances of the translation of this autobiography which bear witness to the dilemma of the 
majority of Palestinians. I chose this autobiography as a case study on account that it embodies some interesting 
pragmatic and semiotic issues worthy of investigation and study. 

2. Introduction to the Problem of Translating Autobiography 

Since part of this study involves looking at the challenges which have faced the translator of this autobiography, it 
is important first to provide some sort of an account on the origin of autobiography as a literal genre. An 
autobiography according to Anderson (2001, p. 50) is “a retrospective prose narrative produced by a real person 
concerning his existence, focusing on his life and his personality.” As a literary concept, autobiography focuses on 
a writer’s account of his or her own life. It underlies the retrospective narrative of the author’s life and highlights 
the events and incidents which constitute and have a profound impact on one’s life. 

Other scholars like Lejeune (1989, p. 120) defines autobiography as, “The retrospective prose narrative written by 
a real person concerning his own existence where the focus is his individual life, in particular, the story of his 
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personality”. He claims further that autobiography is referential not fictitious. As a literary genre, Autobiography 
appeared in the Arab world before the appearance of Confession in Europe at the hand of Rousseau, which is 
considered the beginning of the art of autobiography in the West (Reynolds, 2001). In the Arab world the art of 
autobiography began as an oral form and then developed into a written and more complex genre. The first Arabic 
autobiography was “Al-Ayam” by Taha Hussein.  

According to Taylor (2014), autobiographical translation entails precision more than other forms of literary 
genres. She claims that the primary focus of autobiographical translation lies not only in accounting for the 
message but also for the meta-message involved in the translation of certain expressions. Other scholars like 
Hatim and Mason (1990) have underscored the important role the semiotic dimension plays in the translation 
process taking into account all contextual and textual elements interacting with each other to produce a 
meaningful message. 

Most translation studies have focused on prescribing translation strategies to account for various genres to fully 
account for whatever problems come in the way to accomplish the act of translation. While such an attempt by 
itself is adequate on a limited scale, it may not constitute the optimal attempt to account for the act of 
understanding since such an act must precede any act of translation. One of the challenges that have faced the 
translator of this autobiography is that relying on a single approach is not adequate to fully account for the 
translation of the events and incidents in this autobiography and thus the optimal approach has to be a 
multidimensional approach to provide an adequate translation of cultural expressions. According to Bell (1991) all 
words have both denotative and connotative meaning and by virtue of that the approach which the translator relies 
on has to be adequate enough to account for all meaning-bearing features in any language expression. Indeed, the 
most insightful conclusion that can be drawn from this particular study is that the act of translation cannot be 
precisely accurate unless the contextual forces and other meaning-contributing forces are taken into account. Since 
a great deal of the material in this autobiography is culture-specific and replete with emotive expressions, the 
translator could not always resort to the literal or denotative meaning to account for other important dimensions of 
meaning. Even appealing to Semantics as a core linguistic component cannot always be adequate to account for the 
meaning embedded in some culture-bound expressions on account that such expressions do not always adhere to 
semantic rules. Their meaning cannot be captured by appealing to their denotative meaning and; therefore, paying 
close attention to pragmatic/semiotics aspects in certain instances can be an optimal way to adequately account for 
such hidden meanings. 

Another important challenge that appears to constitute a real constraint to the translator is that the perception of 
language and its role vary cross-culturally. Unlike other cultures, language in the Arab culture has a multiple 
function and it is not seen or regarded as a means of communication solely. In fact, the perception which most 
Arabic speaking individuals hold of their language is that it is multi-functional i.e. this multiplicity according to 
Chejne (1965) and Zaharana (1995) manifests itself in their enactment of the linguistic code whether in social 
interaction or in any literary genre and by virtue of that language to the majority of Arabs is considered as “a 
register of their experience and achievement.” To illustrate this multiplicity further and its consequences on any 
intercultural communication encounter, Cohen (1987) attributes the breakdown of communication between 
Americans and Egyptians to the differences in their language perception and their use of certain communication 
strategies and thus the role of language for each group appears not only distinct but also calls for the performance 
of certain functions which obviously exceeds the mere function of language as being a means of communication. 
Having said that, then one can deduce from the text that the narrator is very much conscious of such 
multi-functionality of the role of Arabic language and as a result of that he acted accordingly. 

The concept of “emotiveness”, appears to be operative in this narrative. In my opinion, “emotiveness” can be 
considered as a manifestation of such multiplicity and can potentially constitute one of the real challenges which 
have faced the translator in capturing the associative or connotative meaning of some of the expressions in this 
autobiography. It appears that some of the cultural expressions in this autobiography contain a high level of 
emotiveness embedded in the connotative meaning of such expressions and usually invoked by the text receiver 
(see, Mahasneh, 2016).The concept of emotiveness appears to be of great significance particularly when 
translating from Arabic into English since the intended meaning of certain expressions may reside in the social 
context rather than in the linguistic code itself or embedded in the associative meaning of the object referred to 
and usually invoked by the text receiver (see, Bronislava, 1987, quoted by Mahasneh, 2016).As Mahasneh (ibid) 
claims, emotiveness is a pervasive aspect in Arabic language discourse where certain expressions are bound to 
arouse certain feelings of joy, sadness, anger or excitement in the text user or receiver. 

This study underlies some of the challenges that have confronted the translator in her act of translating such genre. 
The analysis of the excerpts cited in this study underlies the assumption that relying on the traditional view of 
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semantics would not do us any service and falls short of adequately accounting for the metaphorical and 
non-metaphorical aspects or culture-bound expressions. Some of these challenges range from semantic to 
pragmatic/ semiotic related issues of great importance.  It appears that not being literate in the local culture has 
impacted immensely the translator’s rendition of many instances which have made her translation semiotic-ally 
and pragmatically imprecise. More importantly it is abundantly clear that translating such type of genre requires 
that the translator be aware of the pervasiveness of emotiveness in Arabic language and the extent to which such a 
phenomenon has bearing on the perception of the text user and receiver.  

3. Exploring Importance to the Problems of Literary Translation 

When dealing with a literary text, the translator has to tackle the question of subjectivity and be able to distance 
herself from the preconceived notions and the worldview which he or she unconsciously relies on to formulate any 
type of interpretation of any concept. Voloshinov/Bakhtin’s concept of “hetero-glossia” is a confirmation of the 
ideological nature of the sign and the consequences of that on the act of translation. They believed further that “the 
linguistic sign is open to different orientations and evaluations in the social world” (quoted by Mesthrie et al., 2000, 
p. 321).This means that any translator is bound to interpret messages based on his/her personal frame of reference 
or at least is likely to be induced by his background knowledge and that such a rendition of anything is destined to 
invoke other adequate rendition of the same expression.  It is therefore interminable process and subject to various 
interpretations. Some translation scholars like Terry Eagleton (1996), cautions against the consequences of the 
translator’s biases in accomplishing this task. Eagleton has remarked that “ideologies like to draw rigid boundaries 
between what is acceptable and what is not, between self and non-self, truth and falsity central and marginal, 
surface and depth.”(1996, p. 115). 

In addition, the translator has to deal with another challenge which deals specifically with the problem of 
untranslatability of some literary texts on account that uncovering the intention of the text and that of the writer’s is 
in and of itself an extraneous task to accomplish and undermines the translator from being able to provide an 
adequate translation for any expression. Such a state of affairs has prompted Bassentt (1991) to relate the problem 
of untranslatability in the process of translating literary texts to the subjective meaning that can be interpreted 
differently. This shows how the act of translation renders itself as multi-dimensional act, i.e. an act where 
capturing the denotative and connotative pragmatic aspects in both the SL and TL become of great significance to 
the overall translation process. 

Boushaba (1988) claims that finding a connection between the meaning of the text and the author’s vision of life 
can potentially be instrumental in reading the text objectively. By virtue of that, uncovering the intention of the 
author can be a real challenge unless the translator makes a concerted effort to pay attention to both denotative and 
connotative meaning of the text and relate them to the author’s personal experience and worldview. 

According to Carbonell (1996) meaning is both culture and context-bound. As a consequence, it can be fully 
captured if and only if a translator incorporates a multi-dimensional approach to account for multilayer 
interpretations instead of looking for equivalence since linguistic utterances can be interpreted differently as a 
result of the contextual forces at work as well as the social background of the translators involved in the act of 
translation. Therefore, the linguistic ‘sign’ is not the problem but rather the elements which have great bearing on 
the outcome of any act of translation of any linguistic sign. In my opinion, it is a combination of several factors 
which conspire together to produce a rendition which always invoke other responses pertaining to the initial 
rendition (Nazzal, 2012).Some of these elements are contextual and textual along with the intervention of the 
social background of the human agency (Albzour, 2016).Variation in the act of translation is something inevitable 
by virtue of these elements working together consciously or unconsciously. 

4. Describing Relevant Scholarship to Culture and Translation 

Many scholars acknowledge the impact of one’s culture and beliefs on the perception of the speakers of a 
particular linguistic system and whether consciously or unconsciously such influence ultimately impacts the role 
of the translator in search for equivalence (Dweik& Suleiman, 2013; Whorf, 1956).  

Since an important component of culture is usually expressed through language, then translation becomes highly 
significant. It is not too hasty to claim that while language appears so systematic and rule-governed, culture usually 
manifests itself in a kaleidoscopic fashion which makes it highly difficult to account for. By and large, culture 
manifests itself in various modes. These modes are destined to be interpretive and communicative too. In 
inter-cultural communication encounters, participants can experience such cultural differences clearly when they 
engage one another in an ordinary verbal exchange. They frequently misconstrue each other’s messages when they 
interpret their communicated messages based on their respective native-like frame of reference. This seems to 
coincide with the astonishment expressed by Milton Bennett when he made the following insightful comments 
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concerning the fragility of such encounters:“How do people understand one another when they do not share a 
common cultural experience.”(1998, p. 1). 

The relation between culture and language is so intricate that makes the task of sorting them apart highly 
inconceivable, if it is not implausible. Such intricacy can be exemplified by drawing on Clifford Geertz’s(1973) 
concept of “thin versus thick description” which he makes in his book, The Interpretation of Cultures, as an 
analogy for us to capture highly invaluable cultural nuances which are replete with meanings. For instance, he 
claims that the distinction between a wink which signals a greeting gesture and the same gesture used as a sexual 
advance does not lie in the performance of the mechanism involved in the wink itself but rather in our interpretation 
of the context in which such a wink occurs. Geertz (ibid) calls such an illustration ‘thick description’ since it 
requires that the ethnographer be a keen observer and be able to find some correspondence between the social 
action and the linguistic sign which stands for its meaning. 

The act of translating an autobiography resembles that of ‘thick description’; it is clearly grounded in its local 
culture. The words expressed by the narrator are part and parcel of the culture it epitomizes. Understanding the 
meaning of words is contingent upon the translator’s being literate in the local and domestic culture of the narrator 
of this autobiography.  Language is ultimately indexical and in order to account for such function, the translator 
has to act and think like an ethnographer. This seems to be consistent with Erikson’s views on the role of language 
and its relation with culture.  

“A certain culture produces the language that they need: the language becomes a tool of thought and culture of a 
people can only be studied and analyzed through their language” (Erikson, 2009, p. 5).  

Part of the difficulty of translating autobiography is that its language is replete with culture-bound expressions and 
requires the translator to be able to encode the relationship between the author and the meaning of the words he/she 
enacts in this narrative 

Culture-specific expressions consist of proverbs, formulaic utterances, verses, historical incidents, beliefs, 
contexts, tastes and terms which are part and parcel of a particular culture. Culture-specific concepts are 
culture-particular which imply that they may or may not have equivalents in the target language. Different 
translation scholars have approached this subject with different views. Mona Baker (1992) for instance has dealt 
with various types of equivalence to account for culture-specific expressions on account that there is a variety of 
cultural and linguistic factors which influence equivalence. She claims that translating culture-bound expressions 
constitutes a real challenge to the translator particularly when the languages involved are linguistically and 
culturally are unrelated such as Arabic and English. Therefore, translators should be sensitive to both cultures 
bearing in mind that they should convey the message along with the force embedded in the same message. 

Other scholars have provided some insightful taxonomy to account for such expressions. For instance Carter (1998, 
p. 34) makes an insightful dichotomy between two kinds of vocabulary words. The core vocabulary component is 
frequently used in communication with foreigners since it is not culture-bound and by virtue of that it can be 
translated similarly in all contexts and cultures. However, the non-core component is culturally context-bound. It 
is usually translated from one culture to another. The translation of the word “bridge” and “stranger” is an excellent 
illustration of how the translator has overlooked the other important semiotic /pragmatic dimension associated 
with the meaning of these two words. 

The findings of studies on culture-bound expressions such as idioms and formulaic expressions (Nazzal, 2017) 
point out that the difficulty which translators encounter in accounting for their translation stems primarily from 
their being part of the ‘marked’ rather than unmarked category or non-canonical rather than canonical linguistic 
forms in any language. Thus translators should have adequate knowledge of both SLC and TLC in order to deal 
with cultural differences and narrow the cultural gaps between them. 

5. Methodology 

The methods used in this study consist of a citation of a set of excerpts taken from the autobiography itself 
deemed worthy of investigation on account that such excerpts speak highly of the person concerned and the 
culture to which he belongs. In addition, the excerpts cited in this study chronicle cultural encounters with some 
important events in the life of Mourid and his own community. 

6. Discussion of Data Analysis of Culturally-Bound Expressions 

The given text is different from other fictitious genres in the sense that it has a very strong emotional appeal and 
a factual content. There is no doubt that there are several dimensions that have to be taken into account in this 
process such as the communicative, pragmatic and emotive dimensions. In this commentary, I focus on some 
problems encountered in translating the given text from a multi-dimensional point of view. Actually, there are so 
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many factors that any translator has to take into consideration when translating from the source language, here 
Arabic, into the target language, in this case English; these factors are related to the genre and text type, the 
skopos of the translation, the setting of the translated text, i.e. where to be published, the source text producer, 
the readership, etc, and by virtue of that, the translator has to be a bicultural person to play such role.  

In this particular component, I cite some of the translated expressions from Mourid Barghouti’s autobiography 
“I Saw Ramallah” and point out some of the challenges the translator came across and point out some of the 
translation strategies the translator opted for to explain the intended meaning. Some of the challenges though are 
inevitably justified by virtue of the fact that the translator cannot possibly be an expert on the highly subtle 
nuances of the Palestinian culture. According to Taylor, 2014; Hatem and Mason, 1990; Boushaba, 1988; Gorjan, 
1970) a translator has to be versed in the target culture in order to fully and adequately account for its meaning. 
Some of the illustrations that I cite are culture-bound expressions which have a lot of significance and require a 
great knowledge of the local culture. 

6.1 Deletion as Translation Strategy 

By and large, untranslatability is an instance which usually confronts the translator where he/she deems it 
appropriate not to translate specific expressions or utterances for a set of reasons. The following is an instance in 
which the translator finds it more appropriate not to translate culture-specific expressions for several reasons one 
of which is the lack of lexical equivalence in the TC or the difficulty of conveying the precise meaning of such 
expressions to the TC: 

”الطوابين”“الملعون أبو الملعون أبو الزاكي“و ”خيبة تخيبكم”“المسخّن“  

According to Teilanyo (2007, p. 15) culturally-bound expressions can be a real challenge for the translator if the 
target language lacks an adequate equivalent, then the text is not translatable. He claims that “the difficulty arises 
from the problem of finding adequate target language equivalents for terms conveying culture-sensitive notions 
in the source language as a result of the fact that the two languages have different meaning subsystems and 
cultures”. 

One can acknowledge that these words are culture-specific; and they can only be understood easily by the 
speakers who belong to the same culture. However, I think the translator’s decision to avoid translating them is 
unjustified for various reasons one of which is that she could have provided a brief paraphrase to capture the 
cultural significance of such expressions since they are about an important and highly popular dish. According to 
Jacobson (1959) all cognitive experience is conveyable in any language by resorting to loanwords or loan 
translation and neologisms strategies. One does acknowledge that Arabic and English are linguistically different, 
but still these culture-bound expressions or colloquial words can be made intelligible to the target audience by 
either providing a paraphrase or descriptive account since their meaning is highly important and reflects a great 
deal about the creativity of making food by relying on the produce of the country. In fact, I am willing to argue 
that the translator could have provided a brief description of the type of food the above excerpt contains since it 
reflects a great deal about the local culture that the narrator belongs to and the taste of the indigenous people. 

The translator’s adoption of such a translation strategy might have constituted a tactful act provided that no harm 
is being inflicted on either concerned parties. Resorting to such a strategy has certainly safeguarded the translator 
from any unseemly criticism but I think it is unjustified for the same reasons I have provided above since they 
can be made intelligible to the target audience if the translator has made some extra effort to convey the meaning 
of such important culture-specific expressions. It is in such instances where the creativity of the translator 
emerges and becomes visible and communicative. Thus, since the cultural distance between the source language 
and the target language is so large and multi-faceted, the translator has to intervene in order to bridge this 
cultural gap, especially if we know that the expression is culture-specific in the sense that the concept is found 
and embedded in one culture and its signifying system but not in another culture. 

In the following excerpt, one can note that the translator has confined herself to the semantic meaning of most of 
the excerpt and left several words without translation for various reasons one of which is that some of the words are 
culture-specific and have no equivalents in the TT and therefore she deemed it more appropriate to overlook such 
culture-bound words. So deletion appeared to be an optimal strategy in this particular context and it may be 
justified on such basis. The real challenge which confronts the translator is to account for the translation of 
culture-bound concepts which have no equivalence and can’t be expressed in the target language. For example the 
following is an instance where the translator deems it more practical to avoid translating some culture-specific 
words which have no equivalence in the target culture: 

”نھضوا بقاماتھم وقنابيزھم وحطاّتھم البيضاء ووجوھھم على الفور“  
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“They stood up in front of me in their bodies, their clothes, their white headdresses, their faces. They stood up 
as though they had not died.” 

The words قنابيزھم وحطاتھم   constitute a real problem since these words are culture- specific expressions. The 
translator provided their semantic equivalence for a couple of reasons: first there is no correspondence to these 
words in the TTC, so she chooses equivalents that have the same function in the TT, even though both 
“headdresses” and “clothes” don’t capture the accurate and precise meaning of the Arabic words (قنابيزھم  
 Since such costumes are folkloric and reflect the cultural style of clothing. At the same time one can.وحطاتھم) 
note that the translator didn’t translate the words “قاماتھم......ووجوھھم......على الفور”  and settles for using the pronoun 
“they” at the beginning of the TT.This may have some effect on the overall meaning of the entire excerpt. She 
could have used the word ‘costumes’ instead of clothes to convey to the target audience the type of clothing they 
were wearing pointing out the cultural costumes; therefore, opting for deletion as a translation strategy might not 
have been the optimal strategy since by resorting to such strategy, she did not adequately convey the intended 
meaning of such expressions.  

Instances like these are frequent occurrences in this autobiography where such expressions may have equivalents 
in the target language, but simply not lexicalized. Such challenges are inevitable occurrences in translating a 
genre replete with emotiveness and are likely to invoke different emotion and feelings in both readers and 
receivers. In the following excerpt, one can note that she translates some colloquial expressions and leaves other 
expressions without any rendition: 

ت!احنا يا عمي خلينا على قد الكاسا  

 ومضت الدعابة الى اقصاھا:

والله عال! أنتعه على كتفي والدنيا كبّ من عند الرّب، وما يطلعش من الخزانة إلا كرمال اللي بيستاھلوه! احنا النا الله!“  

The translation is:  

Here Abu Hazim refused it for me. 

“A glass is good enough for me!” He carried on: 

“I carry it on my shoulder while God’s rain is spilling down on us, and it never leaves its cupboard except 
to honor those who deserve it! I put my trust in God.” 

In contrast with previous example or instance of deletion, one can note that the translator resorted to the deletion 
of some words in the above excerpt on account that the target audience may not grasp the intended meaning of 
the expressions والله عال“ in the above excerpt and in which the translator does several things to account for the 
translation of the above excerpt. First, she deletes the colloquial expressions, ”والله عال“  which is used to express 
the dissatisfaction and frustration of the person carrying the load in the rain on account that she could not find an 
appropriate equivalence for the ST terms. On the other hand, she adequately translates the colloquial Palestinian 
word “أنتعه”  into its semantic meaning “carry”. She could have translated the idiomatic/formulaic 
expression, ”والدنيا كبّ من الرّب“ , semantically and pragmatically with its TT equivalence , by citing the English 
equivalence: “ it is raining cats and dogs”, to capture its full intended meaning in the ST and in TC, but she 
chose not to do that. She translates the phrase “احنا النا الله” , adequately since she captures the intended meaning of 
such expression by making the force and function of ST clear in the TT. When one reads the ST and its rendition, 
one is inclined to feel that there is some important connotative meaning missing in the translator’s rendition. I do 
attribute this to the unintelligibility of some of the expressions communicated between the guests and the host. 

6.2 Opting for the Literal versus Semantic Meaning 

This is an instance where the translator finds herself oscillating between two different levels of meaning one of 
which may prove unintelligible to the target audience and by opting for such an option a great deal of loss is 
being committed by the translator. One such impediment which faces the translator is whether to appeal to the 
literal or semantic/conceptual meaning to fully and adequately account for the intended meaning since ordinary 
language is often used to describe many cultural customs where a literal translation would fail to account for the 
proper meaning. Such gap usually manifests itself either in the exchange of a message in intercultural encounters 
or in the act of translation. The following is an excerpt which underscores one of the challenges that has faced 
the translator in accounting for the appropriate rendition: 

وفشلت في العثور نفت الامتحانات، نجحت وتخرجت. حصلت علي ليسانس من قسم اللغة النجليزية وآدابھا توقفت الامتحانات لاسابيع، استؤ“
”على جدار أعلق عليه شھادتي  

“The examinations are suspended for weeks. The examinations resume. I graduate. I am awarded a B.A. 
from the Department of English language and Literature, and  
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I fail to find a wall on which I hang my certificate” 

The translator in the above excerpt has successfully provided the literal/ conceptual meaning of the whole 
excerpt; however, she has refrained from providing the intended /connotative meaning of the following line in 
the same excerpt:“ I fail to find a wall on which I hang my certificate” .In this particular excerpt the narrator 
reveals his desire to return back home and to celebrate his graduation with his family and relatives but 
unfortunately he was deprived of such a right due to a host of political and other compelling reasons which 
prompted him to use the metonym to convey his intended meaning. The translator’s rendition didn’t convey the 
intended meaning of the metonym and the emotiveness embedded in this excerpt fearing that the target audience 
may not grasp it; however, she could have done some elaboration or a footnote to explicate and convey what the 
narrator intended to convey in saying I fail to find a wall on which I hang my certificate in the above excerpt. 

There is no denying that when it comes to the interpretation of culture, meaning is context bound. This has been 
discussed by so many scholars from various disciplines. Dressler and Beaugrande (1981) claim that not only 
context in which a particular utterance is produced but also the situation appears to have great influence on the 
meaning of that utterance. In light of this, the meaning of the abovementioned expression depends upon the 
context in which it occurred and the relevance of the situation to the text. This seems to be consistent with other 
scholars like Derrida (1980) who has made similar comments concerning the contingency of meaning on account 
that meaning changes constantly from one context into another. The fact of the matter is that the translator has to 
pay attention to the Skopos of such an expression to accomplish the task. Conveying the intended meaning to the 
target audience is a key component of the translator’s role. 

While semantic and literal meaning is supposedly similar, Newmark (1981) claims that semantic translation is 
the closest to literal translation except that it pays great deal of attention to the social context of the source text 
whereas literal translation confines itself to the literal meaning of words. 

“Communicative translation attempts to produce on its readers an effect as close as possible to that obtained on 
the readers of the original. Semantic translation attempts to render, as closely as the semantic and syntactic 
structures of the second language allow, the exact contextual meaning of the original.”(Newmark 1981:39) 

In the following excerpt, one can note that the translator paid more attention to the literal meaning of this excerpt 
more than to the semantic and pragmatic/dimension of what has been said and narrated and by virtue of that the 
“illocutionary force” or the intended meaning of the utterance is being lost..  

 سمعت شقيق وداد يقول لي محاولا تھدئتي وھو يحتضن كتفي:

”من شان الله يا مريد......من شان نظل واقفين على رجلينا“  

The translation is: 

“Calm down, so that we can stay on our feet… for God’s sake” 

I think the translation of the above excerpt has to be done in light of the context and situation in which this 
particular excerpt occurred. Staying on feet is not meant physically, but rather to be able to endure and move on 
in the face of the tragic incident of the loss of Mourid’s closest friend. The narrator was in a terrible state of mind 
standing at the grave of his closest friend, Naji Al-ali, the Palestinian cartoonist, eulogizing him. He was in a 
state of shock and despair of the political situation and other circumstances. The cultural connotation of this 
phrase is to keep strong, steadfast, and calm in the face of difficulties. The translator renders it into its literal 
equivalent attempting to keep the force of the TT as they are in the ST provided that such a phrase, “stay on feet” 
or “stand on feet” may have the same connotative meaning in both cultures. 

Another problem that the translator has encountered while translating cultural terms is deciding the suitable 
strategy and adopting the appropriate technique of translation. Cultural words require a cultural background to be 
properly understood and therefore pose a real challenge to the translator. Those problems result from a number 
of linguistic phenomena, including the different semantic range of the cultural words in both TT and ST, or the 
absence of the cultural concepts in the target language ( Dweik and Suleiman, 2013).The translator’s rendition of 
the following words ”طابون، مسخن،تين خرطماني وغيرھا seems not to be the optimal translation since it did not capture 
the intended meaning. For instance one can note that the translator opted for a translation strategy which is 
inappropriate to account for the pragmatic and socio-pragmatic equivalences for culture-bound expressions: 
Some of the following words got deleted likeتين خرطماني،even though she could have translated such words into 
‘black figs’; and other words were translated semantically not literally like the word“ طابون“ and its primary idea 
is being lost ”طابون، مسخن،تين خرطماني وغيره“ . Moreover, their pragmatic equivalences are overlooked in the 
TT.For example, طابون is translated into “oven”, and مسخّن is translated into “food”. She could have paraphrased 
or provided a descriptive account of the intended meaning of such expressions since they are representative of 
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the local culture.I think accounting for the semantic dimension over the literal one is not the optimal strategy in 
this particular situation since by doing that a lot of connotative meaning has been sacrificed 

Let’s take another example to explicate the challenge which has faced the translator in her rendition of some key 
lexical items. For instance the translator translates the word ”الغريب“ in the ST into “the stranger” which doesn’t 
convey the pragmatic equivalence which is its intended meaning. In fact, the author of the ST means by “الغريب” : 
the displaced person who doesn’t come to this place willingly. Therefore, the literal translation of this word doesn’t 
reflect the accurate image of the original word “الغريب” .Consequently we note that the connotative/associative 
dimension has been sacrificed at the expense of other less important aspects. This particular instance reminds one 
of the implications of Voloshinov/Bakhtin’s concept of “hetero-glossia”, which states that, “the linguistic sign is 
open to different orientation and evaluations in the social world”, (qtd by Mesthrie et al., 2000:321).The 
translator’s rendition of this word, ”الغريب” did not convey its intended meaning for the target audience. 

6.3 Opting for Semantic versus Pragmatic  

The following are some of the instances which frequently occur in the translation of this autobiography and in 
which the translator has to make an adequate choice between appealing to the semantic or pragmatic meaning in 
order to provide an adequate account for the intended meaning or the “illocutionary force” of the utterance. 
Scholars like Faiq (2004) claimed that culture is the attitudes towards the world, towards the events. Such ideas 
have manifested themselves in the translator’s rendition of this autobiography. She could not possible cover all 
nuances of meaning which can be conjured up by the text’s reader or receiver. As a consequence her rendition 
appears to have missed some meaningful aspects. The following excerpt is an example of Soueif’s rendition of 
the following expression: 

على “ين يأتون للسلام عليه. البعض بدافع الواجب والبعض بدافع المحبة. من اكثر ما يسبب الحرج ان يزدحم بيت المضيف بضيوف الضيف الذ
كان يقول ابو حازم وتثني على كلامه فدوى. ”قلبي متل العسل  

It is very embarrassing when the home of your host is filled with your guests. Abu Hazemsaid: “It’s like honey 
on my heart”, and Fadwa seconded him.” 

Her rendition for the above excerpt has obviously accounted for the denotative and conceptual meaning rather 
than the intended meaning where the “illocutionary force” lies. The word bridge is another illustration where the 
translator fails to capture its intended meaning. She translated it literally without paying any attention that this 
particular word conjures up lots of memories in the minds of most Palestinians. She did not account for the 
emotive senses involved in the mind of the narrator when he used such word. She just translated it literally and 
denotatively without showing the emotiveness which this word could have invoked in the hearer as well as the 
receiver of this word. No wonder why the narrator uses different names to refer to the same ‘bridge’. 

As a matter of fact, the concept of ‘sign’ for Voloshinov and Bakhtin is different from that of Saussure since the 
two scholars associate the analysis of texts with ‘a conflict understanding of society (qtd by Mesthrie et al (2000). 
Voloshinov’s conception of the ‘sign’ has provided some sort of a paradigm shift, by reversing the Saussurean’s 
priority of langue over parole; and by virtue of that the ‘sign’ can’t be interpreted outside the social interaction 
of human beings. Such views appear to relate directly to the type of discrepancy in the translation of I saw 
Ramallah which the translator has run into with the translation of the word stranger. This particular word 
conjures up more associative meaning than what the translator provided and as a result of that she missed some 
important connotative meaning since capturing the associative meaning embedded in this word obliges the 
translator not only to be part of the indigenous community but also to be part of those who have gone through the 
experience which Palestinians living on the West Bank endured painfully. 

Capturing the complete meaning of these two terms (the word “bridge” and “stranger”) requires the translator to 
perceive the emotive aspects ingrained in these terms and the social and political contexts which are part and 
parcel of the whole context since the very act of mentioning them brings a lot of past/ present memories in the 
mind of those who had lived and experienced the events associated with these two terms. Not being able to 
capture the real and complete meaning does not place any blame on the translator’s competence or linguistic 
ability but rather has to do with the translator not being part of ‘the speech community’ whose members share a 
set of beliefs and values and abide by the same frame of reference and therefore they are destined to perceive the 
world with the same perception since they have gone and lived the same experience (see, Hymes, 1972; Labov, 
1972a).  

 ام خليل فرحت لوصولك وستاتي للسلام الليلة او غدا

قلت لھا مداعبا:   

ھل تدير ام خليل جمعيتكم احسن من ادارة (ابو عمار) للمنظمة؟   
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قالت مبتسمة:   

”على سلامتھا الخالة ام خليل“  

The translation is: 

“Umm Khalil is very glad you’re here. She’ll come to see you tonight or tomorrow.” 

“Does Umm Khalil run your organization better than Arafat runs the PLO?” I joked. 

“Umm Khalil is just fine” 

In this particular instance the expression “على سلامتھا”  is frequently used in Arabic to refer to a person known for 
being kind and cooperative and lives up to his/her community obligations and duties and does his/her best to 
serve others.  

By translating this Arabic expression into English as “just fine”, the translator’s rendition implies two different 
meanings one of which is needed to capture the intended meaning in the above statement. Moreover, she did not 
adequately reflect ST message and function when she translated it into “just fine” since the first impression 
perceived by the listener is that the subject (Umm Khalil) is not feeling well or is having some sort of health 
complications rather than that she is reputed to be a cooperative woman. 

The translator’s English rendition “she’s just fine”, can be translated as ھي بخير which departs from the intended 
meaning of ST. In such cases, it is preferable to give more details in order to make TT explicit.  

We note that neither the ‘“skopos” of the above excerpt has been treated adequately nor has the translator taken 
into account the audience of the target text. An adequate elaboration on the semiotic dimension of what the 
expression is intended to mean would have done great justice to all concerned parties.  

7. Results & Conclusion  

This preliminary study has pointed out some of the challenges that the translator has encountered in her rendition 
of some culture-bound expressions. The initial findings seem to indicate that such challenges are demanding as 
the ones found in any literal genre and that the most subtle ones are the ones related to culture since they require 
a multi-dimensional approach to account for their understanding and then translation. In fact this preliminary 
study has focused primarily on such culture-bound expressions. However this autobiography is replete with 
emotiveness and rhetorical devices such as metaphors, personification and metonyms which appear to be as 
challenging as culture-bound expressions. It also appears that after analyzing some of the data, the translator has 
used various strategies to account for the translation of this autobiography. While the choice of a particular 
translation strategy is highly important, the optimal approach that appears to be fit is a multi-dimensional 
approach since falling back on the literal or relying on the semantic approach only would not be the optimal one. 
Finally, the translator uses various strategies in translating culturally-bound expressions which also include 
colloquial terms. Culture continues to pose a real challenge for the translator on account that Arabic and English 
are culturally different. Conveying the emotiveness ingrained in some of these culture-bound expressions proves 
to be an awesome task to be tackled. 
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Table 1. Some translation strategies used by the translator 

The original sentence (ST) English translation (TT) Strategy 

إلى عمان قبل ثلاثين في طريقي من رام الله ... 
, لاستئناف دراستي في جامعة ومنھا إلى مصرسنة,

والأخير القاھرة. إنه العام الدراسي الرابع 
تخرجي المنتظرعام  76/1966  

..Thirty years ago, From Amman I went to 
Cairo and back to college. I was in my 
fourth and final year at Cairo university 

Omission 

مغيد! مغيد! العغب قامت. 
 سأطّناتلاتةوعسغينطياعغة.

Mourid! Mourid! War has broken out. 
We’ve brought down twenty-three planes.

Dialect Standard English rendering 

 Displacement-exile-estrangement Multiple translations for one word الغربة

ً عنيداً ومتشدداً كخالي. معنى  لم أعرف شخصا
الحياة بالنسبة له أن يأمر فيطاع. شؤون بيته يجب 

وبناته أن تدار على طريقته وحده. احترام زوجته 
وأولاده له، يختلط بالخوف منه والخشية من عقابه. 
عصبي سريع الانفعال، رغم أنه في أعماقه مخلوق 
عاطفي وحنون. عندما رأيته في ذلك اليوم العجيب، 
اختفت كل جوانب القسوة في شخصيته، لم يبق منه 
سوى الھشاشة، الإنكسار، الذھول، والرغبة في 
 الصراخ.

Omitted Paragraph omission 

. رسمتھا ”السفير“ھاي اللي نزلت مع قصيدتك في 
 مرة ثانية بحجم كبير. الك ولرضوى ولتميم

“This is what they printed with your poem 
in al-Safir. I drew it again – bigger. For 
you and Radwa and Tamim” 

Palestinian dialect standard English 
rendering 
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